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Two on-campus
unions mull strike
By BRITTA TRYGSTAD
Staff Writer

Two unions on campus will
vote on a contract proposal
next week that, if denied, may
lead union members to the
picket line.
The state has ended negotiations
and
has
offered
Minnesota Association of
Professional
Employees
(MAPE)
and
American
Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees
Council 6 (AFSCME) their
final contract offer. Due to
budget deficits, state legislators have proposed a contract
that would increase wages
zero percent for the next two
years and change the health
and dental insurance plan.
“We are saying no, we can’t
handle that,” said Melanie
Nordick,
local
AFSCME
Council 6 vice president.
The unions have proposed
no wage increase for 2004, a
two percent wage increase for
2005 and the same health and
dental insurance coverage.
“Insurance is the key factor
for these negotiations,” said
Bryan Kotta, MAPE negotiator.

According to AFSCME, the
proposed health insurance
plan would reduce benefits
and increase premiums by 1.6
percent.
“Those making $20,000 to
$30,000 a year can’t afford to
take this proposal and accept
it,” said Nordick.
State negotiators speculate
$138.3 million would be
added to the personal tab for
2004-05 if insurance plans
stay unchanged.
AFSCME, the largest government union in the state, has
18,780 workers statewide
including custodians, clerical
workers
and
mechanics.
Approximately 170 AFSCME
members work on campus.
MAPE has 10,800 members in
the state and 25 on campus,
including computer technicians,
accountants and biologists.
Each union will vote separately to accept or reject the
state’s proposal, said Kotta.
If the proposal is accepted,
negotiations end for that
union. If the proposal is
rejected, the negotiating team
will either continue negotiations or recommend a strike to
the union board, Kotta said.

The unions and the state
negotiate the contract every
two years, Kotta said.
In October 2001, AFSCME and
MAPE went on strike for insurance and pay increases. The
strike ended after two weeks.
If there is a strike, the university will implement a strike
action plan, said Ben Blair,
director of human resources.
The plan will try to maintain
essential services such as
picking up garbage, maintaining residence halls and keeping power, heat and lights on.
“With a limited number of
employees, you must focus on
essential services and let
other things go,” said Blair.
The university may also hire
temporary help. Members of
the administration may also
need to help out, Blair said.
“The university will try to provide students with services as
much as normal,” said Blair.
MAPE began mailing ballots
to members Sept. 15. Local
AFSCME members will vote on
Monday. The unions plan to
count the ballots by Oct. 1.
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowedfire@hotmail.com.

Library celebrates Banned Books Week
By KESLEY TWEED
Staff Writer

“To Kill a Mockingbird,” “The
Outsiders,” “The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn,” “Of Mice
and Men...”
Most college students hear
these classic titles and their
minds instantly fill with memories of reading assignments,
class discussions, and tests;
however, book banning has kept
some students from taking in
these and other literary classics.
Banned Books Week takes
place Sept. 20-27 and gives
Americans a chance to celebrate the freedom to read.
Pam Werre, MSUM public services librarian, said the event is
about awareness. “People need
to realize that books are constantly being challenged. We
need to be on guard to make
sure our First Amendment
rights are protected.”
Werre created a bulletin
board and other displays for
Livingston
Lord
Library.
Students can also check out
books that are banned or
challenged.
Books are challenged and
banned for several reasons.
Sexually explicit material is
the most frequent complaint
in recent years. Books that

use offensive language, convey
ideas unsuitable for a certain
age group, promote occult or
Satanism, contain violence,
and have a specific religious
viewpoint are also challenged.
Werre says books are challenged all the time, but few are
actually banned.
“People always have the right
to question, but they don’t
have the right to decide what
others read,” said Werre. “As a
free and independent democracy, we need freedom to read
and think about different
viewpoints and express ideas.”
She says that it’s up to individual librarians and teachers
to select appropriate material
for their children rather than
restrict others. “It’s not right
for people to decide what other
people and other people’s children can read,” she said.
Werre hasn’t dealt with censorship while working at
Livingston Lord Library. She
says that academic libraries
are less prone to challenges
and strive to represent all
viewpoints.
Werre adds that many interpret freedom of speech differently. “There are a lot of people who believe that if you
read something or are exposed
to something, it might change

Tragedy remembered

JASON PROCHNOW/PHOTO EDITOR

Political science professor Andrew Conteh pauses during
“September 11 - The After-Effects” Thursday on the campus mall.
The event addressed changes in the world since the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11.

Senate addresses campus issues
By BARBIE PORTER
Staff Writer

your thinking and actions,”
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It’s a paid position on the
MSUM campus. It deals with
alleviating student concerns
as well as the The first installdispersal of ment in a threethe school’s part series.
b u d g e t . In next week’s
Student sen- Advocate:
ate is all this Student senate
committees
and more.
work behind the
“We
deal scenes to serve
with every- campus.
thing
on
campus from parking to no
tampon machines in the girl’s
bathroom. Most of it is
behind-the-scenes stuff that
students don’t realize. It may
seem minor to most, but to
some students, it can make all
the difference,” said Travis
Maier, student senate president.
Dispersing student fees into
the campus budget and the
rate of tuition are yearly
responsibilities for the senate.
“We have a really strong relationship with the administration. We have to be consulted
on almost anything they do.
Before they raise tuition,
they’d have to consult us, we’d

have to approve it,” said
Maier.
“To be honest, it’s dependent
on the amount the state legislation gives us. It’s sad we
have to cut on stuff to bring
the cost of tuition down, but
whatever the legislation gives
us, we have to fill the gap with
tuition. It’s kind of a tough
process, and that’s why our
lobbying is important. I’m a
junior this year, but when I
graduate next year, tuition
will have gone up 50 percent
since I started. That’s why we
need
everybody
to
get
involved,” said Maier.
Parking is a habitual problem plaguing the senate. “We
have that concern every year it’s a big problem. Right now
we’re limited on what we can
do. Everyone thinks parking
ramps are the answer, but the
fee would be $300 per semester. That’s how much it’d cost
to maintain. Some things
we’re exploring are having a
one-way all around campus so
there could be diagonal parking,” said Maier.
Candidates for local and
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Organizational events
on campus

9.18
Phi Beta Lambda, informational
meeting, 6:30 p.m., CMU 214.
9.22
Public Relations Student Society
of America meeting, 2 p.m.,
mass communications office.
Get your organization listed
in the Dragons’ Den. Send us
the time, date and location of
your next event and watch
the people come rolling in.
advocate@mnstate.edu

ap

H

9.18 - 9.24
Happenings
and Events

9.20-9.27
Banned Books Week 2003,
theme is “Open Books for Open
Minds.”
9.23
Solo piano recital by New York
pianist Anna Klein, 12 p.m., Fox
Recital Hall.
9.24
College Survival Workshop:
Test Taking, 4 p.m., CMU 227.
9.24
Public lecture on “Why Art
Matters,” by Marcia Tucker, 6
p.m., King Auditorium.

Have a story idea?
E-mail
advocate@mnstate.edu
The
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NEWS BRIEFS
Tour China
this spring
MSUM is offering a 20-day
study tour to China May 15 to
June 3, 2004.
The tour is open to students
and the general public based
on space availability. Credit is
available for Chinese 389.
The estimated cost is
$3,995, and students can
apply for financial aid to cover
costs.
An informational meeting
will be held at 4 p.m. Tuesday
in MacLean 261. For more
information contact Jenny
Lin at linjj@mnstate.edu or
477-2913. Also, visit their
Web
site
at
www.mnstate.edu/chinese.

Program seeks
volunteers
The Big Brother Big Sister
Program is currently seeking
mentors for its school-based
mentoring program.
Mentors spend an hour a
week with a child, right at the
child’s school. Mentors can
work on a school project, visit
the computer lab, throw a football or simply share a sandwich and conversation.
To make a difference call the
village at 451-4877 or e-mail
jdiede@hevillagefamily.org.

Doctor heals
students’ resumés
Do you need your resumé
looked at before the tri-college
career and internship fair?
Attend the Resumé Doctor
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday in the east lobby of
the Center for Business. No
appointments needed.
For more information contact
Fran Burnside at 477-2131 or
careers@mnstate.edu.

Rally against
violence planned

Lecturer talks
about Eurospring

As a kick off for domestic violence awareness month, the
Rape and Abuse Crisis Center
of Fargo-Moorhead is sponsoring the annual Take Back the
Night March & Rally on
Tuesday.
The march starting points
include the Concordia bell
tower at 7 p.m., MSUM front
gates at 7 p.m., the NDSU
library at 6:30 p.m., and the
Fargo Civic Center parking lot
at 7 p.m.
Everyone will march to the
rally being held at 7:30 p.m. on
Herberger’s parking ramp,
west of the Moorhead Center
Mall. There will be a program
that includes speakers and
music.
Participants should wear
white clothing and bring flashlights. For more information
call 293-7273.

Students going on or interested in Eurospring are invited to an informational session
given by Dr. Allan Chapman,
principal lecturer of the academic program at Oxford
University.
Sessions will be held from 3 to
4 p.m. Wednesday in MacLean
167 and Sept. 25 from 3 to 4
p.m. in Bridges 268.

Children receive
free books
United Way of Cass-Clay has
partnered with Dolly Parton’s
Imagination Library to prepare
children in Cass and Clay
counties to be successful in
school.
The program will send an
age-appropriate book every
month to registered children
under the age of five.
Books are free and sent
directly to their homes.
Parents can register their children
online
at
www.uwcc.net/imaginationlibrary/index.
For more information call
Deb Lewis at 477-2158.

Chapman speaks
Allan Chapman of Wadham
College, Oxford University, will
be giving a public lecture.
His lecture, “Sir Walter
Raleigh—Explorer,
Scholar
and Renaissance Man,” will be
at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 25 in King
Auditorium.
Chapman is MSUM’s link to
the Eurospring program. He
comes to speak on campus
annually.
Tea and biscuits will follow in
the Dragon Den.

Write site
offers help
Still not a master of the
English language? Well, the
Write Site is here to help.
The Write Site, located in
Lommen 95, is open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, 9 a.m. to
noon on Fridays and from 8 to
10 p.m. Wednesdays and
Thursdays in Library 208.
Walk in or call 477-5937 to
make an appointment.
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Report

9.8 - 9.14

9.8
9.9
9.9
9.10
9.11
9.11
9.11
9.12
9.12
9.13
9.14
9.14
9.14
9.14
9.14
9.14

Medical emergency in
Lommen
Burglary in Nelson
Theft in East Snarr
Thefts in Nelson and
Hagen
Fire alarm in Bridges
Fire alarm twice in CMU
Vandalism of property
outside Holmquist
Vandalism in parking lot S
Liquor law violation on
14th Street south
University alcohol violation in South Snarr
Fire alarm in MacLean
Fire alarm in Kise
Commons
Theft in Grantham
Fire lane violations in
parking lot D
Fire alarm in Nelson
Robbery in parking lot N

Hendrix offers
student healthcare
Hendrix Health Center,
located on campus, offers a
wide variety of services.
Services include: ambulatory care; health promotion;
laboratory services; pharmacy; health insurance; and
rape, abuse, dating violence
and alcohol, chemical health.
For appointments or more
information call 477-2211.

Advocate meetings
4:30 p.m. Monday
CMU 207
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New face settles into housing
By KIMBERLI JOHNSON
Staff Writer

Todd Goddlewski, housing
area director for residence
halls Dahl, Ballard and Snarr,
expresses great enthusiasm
and anticipation for a wonderful year here at MSUM.
Goddlewski was hired last
summer to fill the vacant position previously held by Ryan
Sylvester. His past experience
as an area coordinator at the
University of Louisiana helped
him get the job.
A recent consultant for an
insurance
brokerage,
Goddlewski has degrees in
business
administration,
finance and communications.
The job description for area
director involves tasks such
as training, supervising and
hiring residence assistants
and being officially in charge
of all events that occur
throughout the residence
halls.
In addition to this, support
and understanding is also
required
from
family.
Goddlewski gives a lot of credit to his wife Amy who has had
to adapt to his new career.
Goddlewski explains, “The
only downfall of this specific

❒ BOOKS, from front
she said. “I think it does have
an influence, but if the person
has a strong value and belief
system and strong knowledge
of right and wrong, it won’t
necessarily change the person
unless he or she actively
wants to change.”
The Roman Catholic Church
was one group that believed
that reading a book could
change a person’s beliefs. “The
Index of Prohibited Books” was
established in 1559 and
banned all books that went
against church teachings.
Chris Yarnal, coordinator at
the St. Thomas Aquinas
Newman Center, said even
some bibles were forbidden.
“The Index of Prohibited
Books was formed back when
church and state were one.
People weren’t as educated as
they are now,” he said.
The index was ended in
1966, and Yarnal says its violation of the First Amendment
may be the reason. “Unless
you can prove it’s going to
harm people, then you can’t
ban books. In our society people have the freedom to
choose,” he said.
He said the Catholic Church
is now taking a different
approach
to
censorship.
“When a book is strongly
against Catholic teaching,
they denounce it, but they
don’t say you can’t view it.”
Yarnal says that if Banned
Books Week can raise awareness about freedom, then it’s
a positive event.
Werre
agrees.
“Banned
Books Week is a way to
remind people that we live in a
democratic society. Our First
Amendment rights are really
the cornerstone of a democracy, and we always have to
guard and protect our rights,”
she said.
Banned and challenged
books are available on the
first floor of Livingston Lord
Library.
Tweed can be reached
at kesleytweed@hotmail.com.

job is being on call 24
hours a day seven days
a week ... it sometimes
intervenes with relationships.”
He said it is hard to
have personal time
with his wife whom he
said
is
“tolerant,
understanding and all
around just a great
woman.”
A l t h o u g h
Goddlewski’s
duties
sometime interfere with
his marriage he still
has a great attitude
about his work. “I love
it ... it’s awesome.”
KATIE MYRMEL/THE ADVOCATE
Nelson/Grantham/
Holmquist area direc- Todd Goddlewski gave up big city life
tor Michael Wilde said to serve MSUM residential life.
Goddlewski is commitbaseball.
One
of
ted to the university. “He’s dri- and
ven, systematic and fore- Goddlewski’s plans for MSUM
is to develop a baseball prothinking,” said Wilde.
Wilde and Goddlewski are gram. Anyone interested in
constantly working together to being part of this process is
help make residential life a welcome to talk with him.
Goddlewski said he encourbetter experience for everyone
involved.
“I
have
been ages students to come to him
impressed working with him,” with questions, comments or
concerns. “My door is always
said Wilde.
Some of Goddlewski’s per- open,” he said.
sonal interests include spending time with his family and
Johnson can be reached
at janjohns@dia.net.
athletics, especially football
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Advocate editorial board
Alicia Strnad
Editor

Sarah Olsonawski
Features Editor

Hayden Goethe
Sports Editor

Unions right
to consider
strike option
Two campus unions, the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees and
the Minnesota Association of Professional
Employees are considering striking at the
beginning of next month – and they’re right to
keep their options open.
MAPE and AFSCME members are people like
custodians, secretaries, computer technicians
and mechanics. They are vital to the campus
community – without them, our university
couldn’t run.
The contracts of these union members are
once again up for renewal and the state is trying to give them a raw deal in the renegotiations.
The state’s offer is to not increase wages at all
for the next two years and to cut insurance
benefits and raise premiums. This is unfair.
The union’s proposal is far from extravagant.
They are willing to forego wage hikes in 2004
and are only asking for a two percent wage
increase for 2005. They also want their insurance coverage to remain the same.
This is not asking too much. The union proposal shows that they are willing to make sacrifices in this year of budget cuts and tuition
hikes by going without the pay increase they
deserve for next year. Their demands are
entirely reasonable.
What is unreasonable is the state’s unwillingness to give union members a pay raise for
2005. What is unreasonable is for the state to
expect union members to accept paying more
for less coverage.
If AFSCME and MAPE strike, students and
faculty should support them in their decision.
The decision to strike can’t be an easy one for
union members, but it seems to be the only
avenue left.
A strike by any of the unions on campus
would cause hardships for the university, students and the campus community, but it’s
worth it to ensure that union members receive
fair wages, insurance coverage and treatment.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily
those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn
submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year is school
or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped off in
The Advocate office or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Put it all on black
It was a tough week for music as
one of its greatest icons, Johnny
Cash, passed away from complications
of
diabetes this
past Friday.
Given our
geographical
position in
this world, I
would guess
that
more
than a few of
you
were
KELLY
raised
on
HAGEN
J o h n n y
Cash. I can
Opinion editor
say I was.
“Great artists define a
My grandclass of their own,
parents lisand Cash was one of tened
to
those artists.”
him.
My
parents did, too. That’s not an
easy task, either. Like Marie
Osmond, my grandparents are a
little bit country, and my parents
are closer to Donny Osmond – a
little bit rock ’n’ roll. Trust me,
that’s the only way I can possibly
compare my family to the
Osmonds. Well, except for the fact
that the Hagens, too, had their
own weekly variety series on ABC.
But, we’re talking about Johnny
Cash here.
The reason that the three generations of my own family can agree
on this one artist is that Johnny
Cash wasn’t country, nor was he
rock ’n’ roll. Johnny Cash was ...
Johnny Cash. Great artists define
a class of their own, and Cash
was one of those artists. He
sounded like no one else, nor will
anyone ever sound like him.

“

I appreciated Cash most
because he may have been
punk decades before the
genre even began.

▼
His influence on music is not
limited to any one style. Before
Eminem received flack for his
chilling descriptions of violence
and murder in his songs, Cash
had already been proving the
merits of the murder ballad for a
half-century. Before Springsteen
was the working man’s hero,
Cash had set the standard as the
voice for the every-man.
I appreciated Cash most
because he may have been punk
decades before the genre even
began. He was political – speaking out against the Vietnam war –
while confined inside a genre that
normally doesn’t speak out
against the will of its country (I’m
looking at you, Toby Keith).
I was touched most by Cash’s
death because he’d already spent
so much time staring death
straight-on in the eye. In 1997,
Cash was diagnosed with ShyDrager disease, which was incurable and would likely prove fatal.
So, I started to wonder, like a lot
of people did I’m sure, about how
long it would be before the world
would lose him.
I suppose someone who’s studied the subject of death as much

as Cash’s music did should be
more than capable of standing up
to it. And, as the years went by,
you had to wonder if maybe
Johnny might outlive us all. He
probably would have, too, if not
for the unexpected passing of his
wife, June Carter-Cash, in May of
this year.
June’s passing was likely a pretty big factor in Johnny’s death.
The body can live for as long as
its spirit and heart is willing to
carry it, and Johnny’s heart died
with June, I would suspect.
Everything I ever heard about
their marriage was that it was a
testament to the possibility that
soulmates do exist.
In his song “Man In Black,”
Johnny said, “I'd love to wear a
rainbow every day, And tell the
world that everything's OK, But
I'll try to carry off a little darkness
on my back, ‘Til things are
brighter, I’m the man in black.”
To the day that he died, Johnny
remained the man in black. But,
he may as well have included
more rainbows in his wardrobe,
as the world is brighter for having
Johnny Cash around. His songs
have spoken to countless millions, and his legacy lives on in
every genre of music that he has
influenced. It’s mind-boggling
that a man that built a persona of
darkness, pain and misfortune
could leave such a legacy of brilliance and hope. Things are
brighter, now.
God rest Johnny Cash. His spirit and legacy will be missed.
Hagen can be reached
at wonderful_lie@hotmail.com.

International students speak up
Hi, I’m Roxanne Stewart, an
MSUM international student
from Jamaica and president of
our International
Student
Club
here
on campus.
This is my
final year at
MSUM and
since
my
very
first
day here a
ROXANNE lot of my
experience
STEWART
of campus
Guest columnist life
was
“They want their
through the
stories known and for ISC
and
our organization’s
interaction
presence to be felt on with other
campus.”
international students
who, like myself, are very far
away from home and family.
Our ISC, from my own experi-

ence, has sort of functioned as a
comfort zone for newcomers, particularly from other countries but
also for American students. It
provides an opportunity to make
friends and meet people somewhat in the same position. I was
glad for the ISC during my first
semester of school getting adjusted and used to campus and busy
college life.
Since then our club has had its
series of booms and regressions
and, like a bad soap opera, it’s
had its highs and lows in campus
publicity. This is partially

because of the diversity of our
membership body; while some
international students are here to
stay, others are here only on
exchange programs and soon it’s
time to leave and say goodbye.
Well, this year, to kind of help
us out of our here-today-gonetomorrow dilemma, our international students want to let you
know about them. They want
their stories known and our organization’s presence felt on campus. You may not be able to pronounce their name, but we want
you to know what made a lone
freshman or transfer student
from Sri Lanka travel over 6,000
miles to come to school here in
Moorhead. Our students will be
publishing stories and articles
here in The Advocate to let you
know more about our international student population. So
please, feel free to share your
views with the writers and I hope
you enjoy our little section.
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Ritter fan will miss sitcom, movie star
For as long as I can remember,
I’ve been a fan of John Ritter.
I remember being six years old
and watching “Three’s
Company” in
my
basement.
I
rarely understood
the
jokes
or
exactly why
Mr.
Roper
and
Mr.
ALICIA
Furley were
so
edgy
STRNAD
a r o u n d
Editor
Ritter’s char“Farewell John
acter, Jack
Ritter. I’ll
Tripper, but I
remember you.”
remember
laughing hysterically every time
Jack got hit in the face with a
door, fell over the couch or gener-

ally loused things up with his
extreme clumsiness.
As I grew older, I began to better
appreciate the layers Ritter put
into his character and the work
he put into making Tripper a
believable and lovable character.
Later, I grew to appreciate the
stellar work of Mr. Ritter in films
like “Problem Child,” a movie I
still watch frequently. He was
always incredibly funny, but I
could always see the heart behind
the character’s pratfalls and
jokes. I still remember the first
time I watched “Problem Child II”
and started crying when I
believed Ben Healy (Ritter) was
going to marry the evil LaWanda.
Last year, I watched his newest
work, “8 Simple Rules For Dating
My Teenage Daughter.” John was
still incredibly hilarious, but
there was a touching depth

“

As I grew older, I began to
better appreciate the layers
Ritter put into his character
and the work he put into
making Tripper a believable
and loveable character.

▼

behind his portrayal of the bewildered father of two teenage
daughters. In many ways, he
traveled full circle from the carefree single guy he played in
“Three’s Company” to the more
burdened, but still lovable father
of three, Paul Hennessy, in “8
Simple Rules.” I feel lucky to have
shared that journey with him
through my television set.

For me, the piece de resistance
of Ritter’s work was definitely his
appearance in “Ted,” an episode
of the television show “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer.”
In the episode, he played Ted, a
seemingly normal guy who was
dating Buffy’s mom Joyce. Ritter’s
performance was dead-on as the
all-around great guy Ted seems to
be in the beginning. Of course, it’s
“Buffy” so Ted wasn’t that great a
guy - he was a homicidal chauvinistic robot with some interesting ideas of right and wrong.
Even in the midst of what many
would consider an unbelievable
plot line, Ritter shone. His portrayal was incredibly convincing,
right down to his robot stutter
when a letter opener to an important fuse causes a short circuit.
“Buffy” has received critical
acclaim for numerous things, but

few guest performances on the
show matched the intensity and
perfection of Ritter’s Ted.
And so, when I heard that the
world had lost Ritter, I did what
any Ritter fan worth his or her
salt would do: I locked myself in
my room and watched the
“Three’s Company” marathon all
weekend. During the hours when
it wasn’t showing, I would turn to
DVDs and watch the Problem
Child films, “Ted” and “North.” I
also watched episodes of other TV
shows he’d appeared in, like
“Scrubs,” “Law and Order: SVU,”
“NewsRadio” and “Ally McBeal.”
In the end, despite the tragedy
of his death, he still made me
laugh.
Farewell John Ritter. I’ll remember you.
Strnad can be reached
at aliciawithay@cableone.net.

These are just a few of my favorite things
After finding out I’d get to be a
columnist this year, a lot of my
friends gave me some advice and
tried to help
me come up
with ideas
for columns.
I decided
to make a
list of ideas
so later in
the semester,
when
my
brain
SAMANTHA was fried, I’d
MILLER
have someAdvocate columnist thing to go
on.
“You’ve liked someOne perthing for so long
son in parthat it has a lot of
t i c u l a r
happy memories
decided that
attached to it.”
it would be a
great idea if I did a multi-column
story on how awesome this person was. Catchy headlines and

photo ideas were also part of this
suggestion.
So, if that person is reading this
now (and that has a very slim
chance of being true), while I
appreciate that idea, I decided not
to use it at this time and to go
with another suggestion, dealing
with favorites.
Whenever you’re filling out one
of those silly e-mail forwards asking about your favorite things, are
you always putting in some
answers, but you can’t remember
why? For example, if the question
is, “What’s your favorite movie?”
and you always answer “Follow
That Bird,” but you aren’t sure if
it’s because the thought of Big
Bird as the Bluebird of Happiness
in a cage scarred you or you truly
enjoyed Super Grover, then you
may get what I’m saying.
There are certain things that I
now consider my favorite and can
remember why I enjoy them so

“

So, to borrow from Maria,
when I’m feeling said, I can
simply remember my favorite
things, and then I’m not
feeling so bad.

▼
much. My favorite song, for example, has a great story explaining
why it’s my favorite. And sometimes, when I hear a clip of it, or
part of the story, it’ll bring a smile
to my lips.
That’s what a true favorite can
do. It can bring a sense of happiness to you due to a multitude of
things. You’ve liked something for
so long that it has a lot of happy
memories attached to it.
The same goes for my favorite

movie. “Dumb & Dumber” is a
classic, and that’s typically the
movie I put down in those e-mail
surveys.
I have many memories of driving
places and starting a sing-along
to the mockingbird song. But, of
course, if I plan on putting it
somewhere where I want to
appear more cultured, I put some
more thought provoking movie in
its place.
My favorite band, the Beatles,
doesn’t really have a story to go
with it. I honestly can’t remember
not liking them or considering
another band as my favorite. My
parents brought me up with a lot
of classic rock and oldies, so I’m
sure it was some of their influence.
However, as we do grow up, we
develop our own tastes, and one
could assume I would’ve picked a
different band. There just hasn’t
been one that can bring that

favorite smile to my face, as do my
other favorite things.
I’m sure everyone out there has
one of those favorites without a
back story. However, the fact that
it’s been in your life for so long
that you can’t remember a time
without it is a great back story in
itself.
While some of your favorite
things may have become your alltime favorite quickly, there are
others that developed over longer
periods of time, or may have been
there all along. They just needed
to be discovered.
So, to borrow from Maria, when
I’m feeling sad, I can simply
remember my favorite things, and
then I’m not feeling so bad. Give it
a try when something stresses
you out. You’d be surprised at
what a simple thought can do for
your mood.
Miller can be reached
at lefty_smiller@hotmail.com.
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F-M area gets its Groove on
Fargo Theatre holds first annual Space Base Jam

By DUSTY DEEN
Staff Writer

With a bit of class and some expensive
lighting, a recent concert brought many a
music fan together, young and old, one
even going through labor, for a night of
jamming acoustic masterpieces.
The Space Base Jam brought the feel of
a big arena concert to the Fargo Theatre.
Though the small historic theater doesn’t
hold concerts that often, this one will
hopefully open up this gorgeous venue to
more local musicians and groups from
the surrounding region.
First on the bill was Fargo-Moorhead
band Bad Mojo. They are a six-piece
group that includes, along with such instrument regulars as a guitar and
percussion,
a
keyboardist
and
saxophonist.
It was obvious from the first song that
Bad Mojo draws heavily from such
influences as the Allman Brothers Band
and the Grateful Dead. Pat Lenertz, the
lead singer, even resembles a young
Jerry Garcia. The smooth, jazz-based feel
of the saxophone, played by Andrew
Haynie, fit perfectly into the mix, and
was accommodated by the precise key
and timing of the lead guitar. The band
played so well together that at times it
seemed impossible to tell the sax and
guitar apart from one another as they
melded into perfect harmony.
Other members in the group include
Cody Connor on guitar, Matt Monson on
bass and Trevor Pearson on drums.
Their regular keyboardist, Crystal
Cavalier, even made a very special sit-in
performance for the last half of their set.
She was literally ten months pregnant
and going through labor. A break in her
contractions motivated her to go to the
show and support her fellow band members. Contractions and all, she finished
up the set and went back to the hospital,
where she gave birth to a baby girl six
hours later.
Steve Wallevand from Quadrophonic
sat in for her.
Lenertz’s raspy voice and well-written
lyrics strongly leads most of the songs.
The talent of the whole group was evident
with their ability to play 20-minute or
longer songs that leave a person wanting

Hot Wax
TOP 30 REQUESTS FROM KMSC
1 MY MORNING JACKET
It Still Moves
2 RAVEONETTES
Chain Gang Of Love
3 ANDREW W.K.
The Wolf
4 JET
Get Born
5 PRETTY GIRLS MAKE...The New Romance
6 SUPAGROUP
Supagroup
7 STEVE BURNS
Songs For Dustmites
8 MILLIONAIRE Outside The Simian Flock
9 GUIDED BY VOICES
Earthquake Glue
10 DISBAND
In Small Rooms
11 BEAR VS. SHARK
Right Now...
12 RANCID
Indestructible
13 WEEN
Quebec
14 DRESSY BESSY
Dressy Bessy
15 FRANK BLACK AND... Show Me Your...
16 ELADA
Happy Pencil, Sad Eraser
17 FIRESIDE
Get Shot
18 SMALL BROWN BIKE
The River Bed
19 MANDO DIAO
Bring 'Em In
20 SWELL
Whenever You're Ready
21 SUPER FURRY ANIMALS Phantom Power
22 SAFES
Family Jewels
23 DEADSTRING BROTHERS Deadstring...
24 STAR SPANGLES
Bazooka!!!
25 SPIRITUALIZED
Amazing Grace
26 SUNSHINE BLIND
I Carry You
27 PROFESSOR AND MARYANN Runaway...
28 PENNYWISE
From The Ashes
29 THESE ARMS... This Is Meant To Hurt You
30 KELLEY STOLTZ
Antique Glow

more. As with a lot of great
“jam” bands, the songs
seem to get better and
better with a build-up that
aims the songs away from
any possible ending.
Kurt Schneider, Bad
Mojo’s band manager, was
thrilled to have such a
great show pull through.
“We had a fantastic time
doing it. The sound
quality was fantastic and
the light show was out of
this world. It was like a big
party where 350 laid-back
people showed up and just
had a good time,” he said.
“We are hoping to have a
similar show at the Fargo
Theatre again this winter.”
Bad Mojo plays a mixture of styles, from jazz to
folk, country to just good
old-fashioned rock ’n’ roll.
Their performance proved
SUBMITTED PHOTO
to be simply amazing.
Next on the roster was From left: Pat Lenertz, Andrew Haynie, and Cody Connor from Bad Mojo perform Friday at Space Base Jam
another Fargo-Moorhead based group, Lenertz from Bad Mojo joined in with his every note. The light show played along
Quadrophonic. When asked what to ex- fantastic vocal ability. Though the bands with their own wonderful harmony,
pect from Space Base Jam and their per- mixed, Quadrophonic’s own unique and becoming more in sync with the music as
formance in particular, guitarist Justin amazing style was completely obvious the tunes progressed.
Quadrophonic’s Fox joined Swet Potato
Fox commented that there would be “a behind these guest vocals. The
lot of jamming and hopefully a good atmospheric, spacy grooves of the band Project for the last two songs of the
time.” Their show fully met any expecta- are reminiscent of Pink Floyd, with a evening, adding a little extra flavor to
little Santana-like jazz/rock twist.
the mix.
tions.
Quadrophonic’s debut album, “Break
The headliners of the show, The Project,
This was about the time that the crowd
Dance
in
Case
of
Emergency,”
is
amazing
proved
that they have definitely mastered
started moving around, getting to their
feet to dance by the stage. Eventually, as but, as with any true talent, the live the musical world.
Looking around the crowd during the
the show got more intense, the aisles performance exemplifies the ability of the
were filled with people having a group much more than any recording show, one noticed people of every age,
could do.
from young children to the elderly. All of
great time.
The
last
group
to
appear
on
stage
for
these people took the night to explore the
The jazz/funk outfit of Quadrophonic
consists of Fox, bassist Marc Dockter, the evening was Sweet Potato Project, extremely talented musical style of
keyboardist/trombonist Wallevand and from the Twin Cities. The band, another improvisational music.
four-piece group set up similar to
Great music, an excellent light show,
percussionist/vocalist John Shea.
with
a
powerful superb acoustics, the overall class of the
Quadrophonic played a flowing, mostly Quadrophonic,
instrumental set. The light show became keyboardist included. They definitely Fargo Theatre and a great feeling
running through the crowd made for an
especially notable during their set, exemplify the term “jam band.”
The group seems to be strongly influ- awesome night of rocking.
playing along with the beats of the
enced by bands such as Dave Matthews
For information on these bands, visit
music.
Possibly as a joke, or possibly to pay Band and The String Cheese Incident. www.badmojojams.com, www.quadrotheir respects, an F-M Beez logo was The singer even sounded a bit like Dave phonic.net and www.sweetpotatoproject.com.
intermixed with the light show designs himself during certain parts of the set.
As with the other two bands, the songs
flying past on the walls.
Deen can be reached
During a few of Quadrophonic’s songs, seem to go on forever with people hoping
at dustydeen@hotmail.com.
that they’d never end, getting better with

Power’s heritage brought to life in ‘Grass Dancer’
By KELLY VESEL
A & E Editor

Susan Power
undergoes
a
creative
and
lyrical journey
through family, ancestry,
and love in the
acclaimed
novel “Grass
Dancer.”
Power will be
the first author
appearing for
this year’s Tom
M c G r a t h
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Visiting Writers Power
Series. On Sept. 25, Power will be talking
about the writer’s craft at 4 p.m. in the
Library Porch, followed by a reading at 8
p.m. in Weld Auditorium.
“Grass Dancer,” Power’s first novel,
was
awarded
the
1995
Ernest
Hemingway Award for the best first work
of fiction.
Set on a North Dakota Sioux
reservation, “Grass Dancer” spans family
generations, connecting the past with the
present in a flowing, spiritual tale.
The story begins and comes back to the
19th century lovers Ghost Horse, a
heyo’ka (or sacred clown) and his lost
love Red Dress. The two are trying to

spiritually reconnect with each other.
Come
the
20th
century,
their
efforts still don’t cease as Charlene
Thunder, a descendant of Red Dress,
falls in love with Harley Wind Soldier, a
relative of Ghost Dancer. Each of these
two are trying to come to peace with the
trials and tribulations of life, while
realizing that the past is affecting every
moment of it.
Spirits play an important role in tying
the past in with the present. In an
excerpt from “Ghost Dancer,” Red Dress
best exemplifies this. “I am hitched to the
living, still moved by my concerns. My
spirit never abandons the Dakota people,
though sometimes all I can do is watch …
I will not track (time’s) course with my
eyes. It is too painful. I can bear
witness to only a single moment of loss
at a time.”
Though Power comes off as an
accomplished poet and story weaver, she
originally spent her work week in various
law offices after graduating from Harvard
Law School. Part of her decision to go to
law school was that she felt there weren’t
enough American Indian lawyers in the
United States.
The self-discipline she found in law
school eventually helped to push her into
something more her style, something
with a little more of a creative angle.
Starting off writing poetry and short
stories in her spare time, Power decided

to push this talent to its highest
potential. In 1992 she earned a master’s
degree from the University of Iowa
Writers’ Workshop. It was during these
school years that she began writing
“Grass Dancer.”
Power, whose Dakota name is
Wanakcha Washtewin, “A Rare Prairie
Flower,” writes about ancestry and its
effect on the future in order to come to
terms with her own family’s history. Her
mother is a proud member of the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in North
Dakota, while her father is an AngloSaxon Protestant.
Her past ancestors were also tied
together. Her great-great-grandfather
was governor of New Hampshire during
the Civil War, while her other great-greatgrandfather, Chief Mato Nupa (Two
Bears) faced him because of conflicting
interests.
Though proud of her American Indian
heritage, Power considers herself “an
American writer who happens to be
Indian.”
Other works by Power include
“Roofwalker,” a collection of short
stories and “Strong Heart Society.”
“Society” is similar to “Grass Dancer” in
that it too compares the past with the
present.
Vesel can be reached
at veselke@mnstate.edu.
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Hairy Kentucky men still rock
By JEREMY CHURA
Staff Writer

If you love Southern rock, you will love the new album
by My Morning Jacket titled “It Still Moves.”
This album, off of ATO/RCA records, was released
last week by the suburban Louisville, Ky., group.
Although some
of these tracks
do seem long
(like the nine
minute track “I
Will Sing You
Songs”) they do
have a good
groove, which
makes
this
album an easy
listen.
All
these
songs are filled
with
raw
emotion
and
honest lyrics,
helping
to “It Still Moves”
establish the album as a classic. Because this CD is so
lengthy, just under seventy-two minutes, it is best to
listen to as more mellow background music. Some of
the best tracks on the album are “Mahgeeta,”

“I Will Sing You Songs,” and “One In The Same.”
All songs were written by Jim James, lead singer,
which allows his true feelings to shine through the
music, as opposed to manufactured cover songs.
This band, which includes Jim James on vocals and
guitar, Johnny Quaid on guitar, Two-Tone Tommy on
bass, Danny Cash on keyboards and Patrick Hallahan
on drums.
My Morning Jacket is just what the music scene
needs right now. Along with Kings of Leon, Jacket is
reviving rock music and not the pop or rap that is
dominating MTV right now,
Other albums by My Morning Jacket includes, “The
Tennessee Fire” (1999) and “At Dawn” (2002). The band
has been featured in Spin Magazine and Rolling Stone,
and have also released three extended play albums, a
couple of seven-inch singles and some compilation
tracks.
On a scale of 1 to 5, I give “It Still Moves” a 4.5. The
songs could have been a little shorter and James
should have let up on the reverb in his vocals.
To find out more about My Morning Jacket you can
visit their website at www.mymorningjacket.com, and
don’t miss them Sept. 30 at the Ascot in Minneapolis.
If you only buy two albums this year, make sure this is
one of them.
Chura can be reached
at churaje@mnstate.edu.

Fargo-Moorhead
events
and
performances

9.18-9.30 “comfortable yet?” art by Judith Feast at the
Spirit Room, 111 Broadway

9.18-9.27 Nick Stottaup’s art, at Atomic Coffee
9.18-9.21 “The School for Scandal,” 8 p.m. at the FargoMoorhead Community Theatre

9.18 Bad Mojo, 9:30 p.m. at O’Leary’s 21+show
9.19 Quadrophonic, 9:30 p.m. at the Bowler’s Lower Deck
21+show

9.25 Wookie Foot CD release party, 9 p.m. at Playmakers. Also
playing: The Krims, Inebriation, Dirty Moon Frank

9.25 Michael Hohns, comedic hypnotist,

2 shows at 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. at the Bowler’s 61 for 61 Laughapalooza

9.26 Lost For Cause,
Travels

9 pm. at Pistol Pete’s. Also playing: Sunny

21+show

9.29 Dike West Skate Park opening, including demos, live
music, and your chance to test the facilities

SP RTS
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IN THE CROSSHAIRS: COURTNEY SYVERTSEN

NEWS & NOTES

Leader of the pack
Dragons co-captain consummate team player

Hartmann

Davison

MSUM basketball player
Lindsay Hartmann and football
player Chad Davison have
been named to a 13-member
committee in search of a new
athletic director. Football coach
Ralph Micheli, women’s basketball coach Karla Nelson and
assistant athletic director Sylvia
Barnier were also named. The
committee hopes to have a recommendation by late December.
Brett Beeson, a former national scoring champion ranking
third on the Dragons’ all-time
scoring list, elected to continue
his pro basketball career with
Hapoel Gilboa-Afula of Israel
this winter.
The MSUM men’s lacrosse
club returns to play Oct. 4 and 5.
The team finished 5-6 last season, 4-6 in the Upper Midwest
Lacrosse League.
Notes by Hayden Goethe/
sports editor and
MSUM athletic Web site

TRIVIA
1. Before this year when was
the last time the Chicago Cubs
and Chicago White Sox were in
first place this late in the season?
2. In 1920 Babe Ruth’s 54 home
runs were more than every team
in the majors except his Yankees
and which other team?
3. Courtney Syvertsen’s hitting
percentage, .297, places her
where among career leaders at
MSUM?
Answers:
1: 1904.
2: The Philadelphia Phillies hit 64 homers in
1920, led by Cy Williams’ 15 home runs.
3. Second all-time, behind Michelle
Larson’s .317 hitting percentage.

SPEAKING

“

“If you don’t play well,
the course punishes you.”
MSUM golfer Amber Raisanen in
reference to the team’s upcoming
meet at Southwest Minnesota State
University, Marshall.

By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

Courtney Syvertsen is dominating force on the volleyball
court. She is an explosive
weapon on a Dragon squad
looking to contend for the
NSIC title. She is an accomplished veteran, well known
and respected throughout the
conference.
So why doesn’t anyone like
to talk about her volleyball
career?
There is certainly no shortage of things to discuss in
what has been a polished
career for the senior co-captain from Colfax, N.D. At
Richland (N.D.) High School,
she was a three-time team
MVP in volleyball and captain
of both the volleyball and basketball teams. She was an allstate volleyball selection her
senior year and garnered
North Dakota Region 1 player
of the year honors.
She spent her sophomore
year at North Dakota State
College of Science, Wahpeton,
and was a starter on the team
that finished runner-up in the
National
Junior
College
Athletic Association national
tournament.
After transferring to MSUM
for her junior year, she
achieved an all-NSIC first
team selection, leading the
Dragons in hitting percentage
and blocks. This season she
leads the Dragons in blocks
(47) and is tied for the team
lead in kills (166).
Syvertsen’s career highlights
might be even more impressive when one considers that
prior to this fall she had never
spent more than one year of
her college career at one
school and that she was originally recruited by NDSCS to
play basketball.
So what shining attribute is
of such import that it makes
her significant list of athletic
achievements secondary?
“It was always about the
team,” said Lisa Brieland,
Courtney’s volleyball coach at
Richland High School.
“(She’s an) outstanding team
member and person,” said

Jane Passa, Courtney’s volleyball coach at NDSCS.
For Courtney Syvertsen, the
individual achievements have
always been secondary. Those
around her recognize in her a
special quality that transcends volleyball.
“A lot of times, when a player
is that good, she won’t be a
team player,” MSUM head volleyball coach Tammy BlakeKath said. “She’s all about the
team and not all about
Courtney.”
“Even when she was very
young, there was this presence about her,” Brieland
said. “She handles herself
well, whether it is in the classroom or on the court.”
Brieland said that watching
Syvertsen grow has been
rewarding. “(In high school),
she was involved in a lot of
things. She was very active in
all facets of the school and
always represented us in a
positive light. She’s doing it at
the college level for all the
right reasons. She’s the consummate team player.”
Syvertsen had initially decided to attend NDSCS after high
school, but decided on NDSU
“at the last minute.” She
transferred to NDSCS after
completing her freshman year
at NDSU. Following a successful sophomore year at NDSCS,
Syvertsen
transferred
to
MSUM.
Despite an obvious aptitude
for athletics in a time that
often finds its athletes with
egos that surpass skill, she
has not the slightest hint of
pretension in her voice or
manner. This is a sentiment
echoed by her coaches. “When
I look back, I remember how
we had a real nice run at
Richland High School,” said
Brieland. “There were always a
lot of sports reporters around.
Most of the time they were
talking to Courtney. There
would’ve been a lot of opportunities where Courtney could’ve
thought that she was more
special than the other kids.
One of the first things out of
her mouth was always how her
teammates passed her the ball
or set her the ball. That’s one

JASON PROCHNOW/PHOTO EDITOR

Courtney Syvertsen relays directions to teammate Diana Dykema
in an Aug. 30 win over Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, S.D.
of the things I’ll always remember.” Coach Blake-Kath agrees.
“The thing that’s fun for me as
a coach is to see Courtney grow
in her confidence.
Make no mistake, there are
plenty of people that are excited to talk about Syvertsen’s

volleyball career. But somehow
those discussions are always
secondary.

Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

FOOTBALL

Dragons fall despite strong rushing game
By DUSTIN MONKE
Staff Writer

The Dragons dropped a tough game
to No. 21 Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks
62-21 Sept. 16.
Just as the Dragons (0-2, 0-0 NSIC)
offense was beginning to come together, their defense began to fall apart.
The Dragons put up 401 total yards.
A triple-threat rushing tandem of
senior quarterback Jon Frykman,
senior fullback Jake Sternhagen and
senior running back Cody Wang
rushed for 66, 81 and 94 yards,
respectively. Combined, the backfield
trio ran for 244 of the Dragons’ 306
rushing yards.
“It’s good if we can get over 300 yards
rushing against a caliber team like

Nebraska-Omaha,” Wang said.
Frykman and Wang credited the
Dragons offensive line. “They did a
really good job,” Frykman said. “They
blocked well.”
“Our offensive line
did a great job.” Wang
said. “We were really
finding the holes.”
“It gives the guys
some
confidence,”
Dragons head coach
Ralph Micheli said.
“We played harder at Frykman
all aspects of the
game.”
MSUM kicked things off by scoring a
touchdown on their second series of
the game. The score was set up by
defensive tackle Micah Tysver’s fumble

recovery.
Frykman marched the Dragons 76
yards on seven plays, culminating with
a two yard run by Frykman with 8:28
left in the first quarter. The score put
the Dragons up 7-0. It was the only
time they would lead the game.
“We played hard right away,” said
junior cornerback Matt Asuma. “It all
came tumbling down on us.”
UNO countered with two rushing
touchdowns by senior running back
Justin Kammrad in the first quarter.
Kammrad scored from 2 and 41
yards in the first half and added a 4yard score in the third quarter. He finished with 141 yards on 19 carries.
The Mavericks would increase their
lead to 27-7 before the Dragons could
get back on the board.

UNO senior quarterback Brian Masek
threw for two of the Mavericks’ touchdowns in the third quarter, both went
to senior wide receiver Ryan Krause,
who had a career day, catching nine
passes to the tune of 180 yards.
“We came in and gave them a good
fight,” said junior cornerback Jessie
Olson. “They didn’t run right over us.”
Olson went down with what could be a
season-ending injury in the third quarter, breaking his left wrist.
The Dragons travel to University of
Minnesota-Crookston Saturday to take
on the Golden Eagles. It is the
Dragons’ conference opener.

Monke can be reached
at dustin_monke@hotmail.com.
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VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Dragons suffer letdown at Omaha
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE

The MSUM volleyball team found itself in a
unique situation last weekend in Omaha, Neb.
Playing in the NCC/NSIC Crossover tournament, the Dragons faced fierce North Central
Conference opponents. For the first time, the
Dragons found themselves overwhelmed and
consequently departed the tournament with a
losing record.
The Dragons defeated St. Cloud (Minn.) State
University 3-2 (23-30, 22-30, 30-26, 30-24,
16-14) on Friday. They fell to the University of
Nebraska-Omaha 3-1 (21-30, 30-24, 30-22,
30-19) and South Dakota State University,
Brookings, 3-0 (30-23, 30-25, 30-21) Saturday.
The North Central Conference teams offered a
definite upgrade in talent level from the Dakota
Athletic Conference teams the Dragons played
the weekend before.
“The game was much faster paced and where
we lacked was in our blocking,” said head
coach Tammy Blake-Kath.
With the conference schedule approaching
fast, senior middle hitter Val Wolf hopes the
team is peaking at the right time. “The NCC is
a really strong conference. If we can beat some
of the teams in the NCC, that’s huge.”

Dragons defender Megan Dapisa evades Augustana’s Chelsey
Shockman, a Fargo native, in Saturday’s 3-0 loss to the Vikings.

The Dragons opened with a tough win over St.
Cloud State University. The Dragons lost the
first two games, but won the next three behind
a game-high 18 kills from freshman outside
hitter Sigourney Schaffer and a season-high 60
assists from junior setter Susan Kolbow.
The Dragons stole the first game from
Nebraska-Omaha 30-21. Sophomore outside/middle hitter Diana Dykema and senior
middle hitter Courtney Syvertsen recorded 10
kills each as the Dragons lost, dropping three
consecutive games.
Freshman libero Melissa Busse collected 20
digs. “Melissa is still not hitting, but she is
playing back row for us and doing a great job,”
said Blake-Kath.
The Dragons finished the tournament with a
3-0 loss to South Dakota State.
Wolf feels the gap between teams in the NCC
and teams in the NSIC is closing. “The NSIC on
Friday was beating a lot of teams in the NCC. I
think the NSIC is getting a lot stronger. We can
compete with them,” Wolf said.
The Dragons will open conference play
against Northern State University at 5 p.m.
Saturday at the Barnett Center in Aberdeen,
S.D.
Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com

WOMEN’S GOLF

Dragon women drop two Golfers nab third at Bison/Dragon Invite
By HAYDEN GOETHE
Sports Editor

The Dragons lost two games
in the past week, losing to
NDSU 3-0 on Sept. 10, and to
Augustana College, Sioux
Falls, S.D., 3-0. The Dragons
followed that up with a 5-2
win over Sioux Falls Tuesday.
The Dragons were outshot
31-2 in MSUM’s matchup
with NDSU Sept. 10.

DaLee Wilkinson made six
saves in MSUM’s loss to the
Augustana last Saturday.
Former Fargo North standout
Chelsey Shockman returned
to the F-M area, but did not
factor
in
the
scoring.
Augustana held MSUM to no
shots in the contest.
The soccer squad will have
some time off from game

❒ SOCCER, back page

By HAYDEN GOETHE
Sports Editor

On a weekend of wild weather conditions, Dragon golfer
Annie Meidl led after the first
day and paced MSUM to a
third-place finish in the
Bison/Dragon Invitational at
The Meadows and Rose Creek
golf courses in Moorhead and
Fargo.
“With the conditions I was

real impressed with us,” said
MSUM golfer Amber Raisanen.
“I was very excited, because
the last few years we really
struggled to beat those
teams.”
Saturday’s action was dominated by the wind, while rain
wreaked havoc on the tournament Sunday.
Dragons head coach Tracie
Bents said it was important
for her to be available to the

golfers during the tournament
to help with decision-making
under the adverse conditions.
“Keeping the stress down,
and the confidence up,” Bents
said. “Just being there, making sure they had the proper
equipment, helping them with
what clubs to use.”
Junior Amanda Johnson
topped all Dragon finishers,

❒ GOLF, back page
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Help Wanted
Ideal job for students doing light
commercial cleaning in office
settings. Must be able to work
Monday through Friday, early
evenings with every weekend
off. Shifts vary from two to five
hours per day. Apply in person at
3431 4th Ave. S., Suite C.
THE BEST JOB YOU’LL EVER
HAVE! Start at $9.50 per production hour for evenings and
Sundays. Earn up to an additional $8/hr in bonuses. Set your
own schedule. Fun atmosphere.
No selling. Apply in person at
112 N. University Dr., Suite 322
or call 239-9223.
Door-to-door sales. Product is a
self-help book written by a man
paralyzed from the neck down.
Book is approved for sale by
Barnes & Noble. Potential
income $18/hour and up. No
investment required. 237-3959
Need college girl to live in private home. Pay your way
through college and gain excellent work experience with this
great job. Room, board and
$150/month. 237-3959

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
“Fall” into Carlton. Impressive
eff., 1, 2, 3 bd. Heat paid,
garage, balcony and more! Ask
about our “Hurry Back” special!
carlton@goldmark.com or 2813928 EHO.

Spring Break
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator, to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
magazine! Get hooked up with
free trips, cash and VIP status
as a campus rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150 percent
lowest price guarantee! To
reserve online or view our photo
gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!

SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. Mazatlan/Cancun.
From $499+. Or earn a free trip
by being a rep. (800) 366-4786.
SPRING BREAK WITH THE
BEST - BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS! Now offering 3 destinations! Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta
and Cabo San Lucas! Book
early - get free meals! Organize
a group and travel for FREE!
Call for details. 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com

For Sale
1995 Dodge Neon, 108K miles,
A/C, CD, PW, PL, cruise, $2750
OBO

Advertise
in the
Advocate
218-477-2365
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on Thursday,
no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds, Minnesota State University Moorhead,
Box 130, Moorhead, MN 56560. Ads with payment may also be
dropped off in The Advocate office, Room 110 in the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is responsible only for the cost of the first
incorrect insertion of the ad. It is the responsibility of the advertiser
to check the accuracy of the ad and make corrections if necessary.
The Advocate will not be liable for slight aesthetic changes or typographical errors that do not lessen the intent of the ad. The Advocate
is not responsible for errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted, Other, For
Rent, Personals, Roommates, Textbooks, Spring Break, Typing
Services, Wanted to Buy.
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❒ SENATE, from front
academic districts will by
vying for your vote in
November. Anyone interested
in running should send an
email to stusen@mnstate.edu.
“I encourage everybody to
peek around our Web site.
(www.mnstate.edu/stusen) I
know it’s not completely
updated, but in a week or two
I expect that to be done.
Hopefully soon all the open
positions will be listed,” said
Maier. With voting percent-

❒ GOLF, from 9
ages lower than 10 percent
the senate is trying to get
more students involved.
“We encourage people to
come talk to us. The only way
we know what people are
thinking of is if they come to
our meeting, stop in the office
or e-mail us,” said Maier.
Senate meetings are at 5 p.m.
Thursday in CMU 205.
Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu.

Want to be a part of this? The Advocate
needs a copy editor. Stop in CMU 110 or
e-mail advocate@mnstate.edu for details.

notching fifth place. Meidl, a
sophomore, hit a 79 to lead
after one day of play, but followed that with an 89, dropping her to ninth place.
Raisanen shot a 173 to land
her in a tie for twelfth, while
Jess Burke and Nikki Voge
shot 185 and 199, respectively.
The Dragons will be back on
the links this weekend at the
Southwest Minnesota State
University Invitational in
Marshall. Dragon players and
coaches are considerably nervous about the meet. In the
past, the course has not been
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gentle to MSUM.
“I’m hoping we will finish in
the top half,” Bents said. “The
way the golfers have been
playing, I think we can do
that. It will be tough.
Southwest Minnesota State is
a really good team.”
“I’m a little nervous about
the meet,” Raisanen said. “If
you don’t play well, the course
punishes you.”
The
tournament
runs
through Sunday at Marshall
(Minn.) Golf Club.

action, hosting the University
of North Dakota, Grand Forks
on Wednesday, Sept. 24 in
MSUM’s next game.
The Fighting Sioux are
undefeated (4-0) thus far.
North Dakota has outscored
its opponents, including NSIC
teams Winona (Minn.) State
University and University of
Minnesota-Crookston, 23-3 in
the early season.

Goethe can be reached
at goetheha@mnstate.edu.
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